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Abstract 


The tremendous scope of computer based training needs in 
space operations has prompted several ideas for maximizing the 
usefulness of the small number of experienced personnel 
available for the effort. The newest of these ideas is a 
courseware designer's "Toolkit" based on instructional 
strategies outlined in Theory of Instruction by Engelmann and 
Carnine. 

Of the nearly one hundred authors involved in the two 
thousand hour space operations courseware conversion effort at 
the Training Mission Control Facility (TMF), only a handful have 
extensive training and experience in instructional design. 
Coupled with this is the fact that the current CBT system being 
used with the project (GIST - Accord) requires some measure of 
programming skill. The intent of the toolkit is to enable less 
experienced authors to implement instructionally sound designs 
which often require sophisticated programming techniques. 

This paper will discuss design and testing of the tools in 
the kit as well as the learning taxonomy and instructional 
strategies underlying its design. It will also discuss some of 
the results achieved with the toolkit as implemented in the 
Consolidated Space Operations Center Computer Based Training 
System (CSOC-CBTS). 
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It is becoming increasingly clear that, for courseware to be 
effective, it must incorporate sound instructional strategies. 
Recent research has demonstrated that it is the design, and not 
the medium, that determines the effectiveness of a lesson. The 
data indicate that lessons developed for both live instruction 
(lecture method) and CBT produce equivalent learning outcomes 
when designed by the same design team (Clark, 1988). Many of 
our intuitive notions regarding education (e.g., color is better 
that monochrome, or discovery learning is better than 
programmed) are not supported by research data. Therefore, it 
is imperative that the instructional strategies we employ be 
research-based rather than intuitive. 

Only after the instructional strategy has been defined, do 
we proceed to the next design step -- choosing the delivery 
medium (or media) that most efficiently meets the requirements 
of the instructional strategy. A book, for example, is suitable 
for conveying large volumes of information. One would not have 
students read War and Peace on a computer. A computer's 
strength lies in its ability to perform complex problem-solving 
and answer-judging almost instantly (unlike books or human 
instructors). In addition, computers can deliver fully 
individualized instruction to an entire class of students (while 
an instructor can attend to only one student at a time). 

However, a computer cannot compensate in real-time for a 
poorly designed lesson. An instructor can (and often does). 
Computers cannot see confused looks on student faces or answer 
unanticipated questions. Therefore, the instructional design 
for CBT must be effective, complete, and as faultless as 
possible. 

The authoring system used at the TMF (Accord TUTOR) provides 
some level of productivity enhancement. However, it cannot 
guarantee that the lessons produced are instructionally sound or 
well programmed. Authoring systems can facilitate the 
programming of a lesson, not its instructional design. We 
believe that the solution to this problem is to build tools that 
provide templates and models for the implementation of effective 
instructional CBT strategies. 

The Solution 

Ideally, a courseware designer's toolkit would provide a 

range of tools covering the most widely utilized instructional 

strategies. In our toolkit, we provide tools for implementing 

effective drills and progress tests, and for teaching systems 

and procedures. Personnel can use these tools to produce 

relatively error-free and instructionally sound code. 
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Direct Instruction 

overview 

In our Courseware Deseigner's Toolkit, we base our tool 
design on a well defined and well researched theory of 
instruction called Direct Instruction (Engelmann & Carnine, 
1982) ~ Direct Instruction provides rules and strategies for a 
comprehensive mastery-learning model of instruction. We chose a 
mastery-learning model of instruction because of the nature of 
satellite operations training. students are expected to achieve 
mastery of both satellite systems and operations. 

The following features are characteristic of 
mastery-learning models: 

Learning objectives are carefully specified: instruction 
is analyzed and broken down into discrete units: 

Pre-skills are tested to ensure proper student placement; 

Effective, efficient communications are developed to 
teach each objective: 

students are allowed to master material at their own 
pace: 

Frequent, ungraded tests monitor the student's progress, 
and provide feedback: 

Corrective/remedial procedures are employed as needed: 

Sub-skills are taught to mastery: 

There is testing for mastery of long-term objectives. 

In addition to these general mastery-learning model 
features, a Direct Instruction analysis of cognitive knowledge 
provides a taxonomy that matches cognitive knowledge structures 
with optimal communication rules for each knowledge structure. 
This taxonomy allows us to break a lesson down into basic 
knowledge types. These types correspond to the tools in the 
Courseware Designer's Toolkit. 

Our toolkit supplies design tools that address two Direct 

Instruction knowledge structures in particular. They are the 

Fact System and the cognitive Routine. We also supply two 

additional tools: the Corrective Feedback Paradigm Tool, and 

Progress Test Tool, to augment the Direct Instruction 

strategies. 
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Fact Systems 

A fact system is a set of elements and the relationships 
among them that create a "unique whole." For example, the 
elements and relationships of a satellite (see Figure 2) 
comprise a fact system. 

Satellite SuhsysteMs 


supports Aprotects ~ 

~ 
'--_.....I....-__M-,ai nhi ns ~ irovides 
Orientation ~regulates 

IpL~1 receives 

ICOM~andS I 

Figure 2. A typical fact system diagram showing the subsystems 
of a generic satellite (Acronym definitions: EPS - Electrical 
Power Subsystem; TT&C - Telemetry, Tracking, and Commanding 
Subsystem; ACS - Attitude Control Subsystem). 

To teach a fact system to a learner, we convey the 
individual facts, and the relationships among them. In 
particular, we teach those facts and relationships that 
distinguish this fact system from other possible fact systems. 
The primary objective of such instruction is not to teach the 
meaning of the individual facts, but to teach the fact system as 
the sum of the component facts. 
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cognitive Routines 

A cognitive problem-solving routine (cognitive routine, for 
short) is a step-by-step solution algorithm to a task. Figure 3 
illustrates a cognitive routine that teaches the learner to 
perform a satellite command procedure. 

1. 	 Does satellite indicate ready to receive command? 

Yes 
Initiate AKM ARM routine, proceed to 2. 

No 
Initiate TT & C anomally resolution; end of procedure. 

2. 	 Has satellite stored AKM ARM command? 

Yes 
Initiate AKM FIRE routine, proceed to 3. 

No 
Initiate TT & C anomally resolution; end of procedure. 

3. 	 Does satellite indicate successful AKM fire? 

Yes Initiate AKM SAFE routine. 

No Initiate ACS anomally resolution; end of procedure. 

Figure 3. Cognitive routine steps for teaching a satellite 
command procedure -- firing the Apogee Kick Motor (AKM). 

To teach a cognitive routine, we design tasks that make all 
necessary steps leading to the desired outcome overt. In Figure 
3, the learner must make an overt response on each step of the 
routine. If the learner makes a mistake, we know exactly what 
it is, and can therefore provide the appropriate remedial 
instruction. 

In designing a cognitive routine, we carefully define the 
range of examples that the routine is designed to process. We 
design tasks that test the student's application of each 
component of the routine as well as the application of the 
routine in its entirety. 
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The Corrective Feedback Paradigm 

In order to provide extra practice on those elements of a 
fact system, or those steps in a cognitive routine, that a 
student finds difficult, we include a drill strategy in the 
toolkit called the Corrective Feedback Paradigm (Siegel & 
Misselt, 1984). The Corrective Feedback Paradigm (CFP) provides 
for sophisticated review of difficult material. It fully 
utilizes the computer's capabilities for quick answer jUdging 
and queue management. 

For example, in a I-later, 3-later, 5-later review schedule 
(see Figure 4), a missed item appears immediately after it is 
missed. Then, if the student is successful, it appears again 
three items later. If the student is successful again, it 
appears five items later. If the student misses any of the 
review items, the 1-3-5 later review begins again, at that 
point. 

1-1.", [: ~b ] 3-1ater 

5-1ater 

e 

g 

b 

b 

1 

Figure 4. Increasing ratio review for a missed item in a CFP 
drill. The upper-case "8" is the missed item. Each lower-case 
'Ib" is a correct response to the 1-3-5 later review schedule. 

The Corrective Feedback Paradigm has been used successfully 
in a number of instructional design projects (Alessi, siegel, & 
Silver, 1982: Sfondilias, 1986: Siegel, 1983) and is an 
integral part of a comprehensive computer-based tutorial model 
developed by Dixon and Clapp (1983). 
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The Toolkit 

overview 

We approach building the tools with two ideas in mind. 
First, we assume that personnel using the tools have little 
experience in designing instruction. Additionally, we assume 
they have little or no programming experience. Therefore, the 
tools are designed to be easy to use and to guide users toward a 
sound instructional approach. 

To meet these challenges, we first associate each tool with 
a particular instructional strategy as outlined in the Direct 
Instruction approach. Thus, we only require that the knowledge 
types within the lesson module be identified (as mentioned 
earlier, this activity is usually performed by personnel who are 
experienced in instructional design). Once this is done, the 
author need only pick the tools associated with those knowledge 
types. If a fact system must be taught, the author uses the 
Fact system Tool. If he needs to teach a cognitive routine, he 
uses the cognitive Routine Tool. 

The tools are modular in design, so that more than one type 
of tool may be applied within a single module. Transitions 
between the different parts of the module, as well as 
introductions and summaries, are left entirely to the author. 
The layout for a typical lesson module might look something like 
the diagram in Figure 5. 

IHiTRO 1f-------+7b tlIansi tion --~~ FACl SYSTEM It------Bb transi tion 

l 
f+--- transi tion ~~----il FACl SYSTEM I 

tl'ansi tion 

ISUH:RY I 

Figure 5. Organization of a typical lesson module using 
courseware design tools. 
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Each tool consists of script files containing templates, a 
library file with frequently used subroutines, and a driver file 
containing the program that links all the other files together 
(see Appendix A). The user primarily interacts with the script 
files: copying templates and filling in needed text, questions, 
feedback, and graphics. 

These tasks require that the average author need only know 
how to use the system text and graphics editors. Programming 
knowledge is not required to use the tool. However, the tools 
are flexible enough so that someone with even moderate 
programming ability can create animations, transitions, video 
segments, etc. Thus, programming personnel can devote 
themselves to more demanding projects such as linking in CMI 
(Computer Managed Instruction) routines and building help menus. 

The Fact System Tool 

The first tool we built at the TMF was the Fact System Tool 
(FS Tool for short). As mentioned earlier, a fact system is a 
group of facts and their relationships. Fact system instruction 
involves teaching the relationships between the facts as well as 
the facts themselves. 

The FS tool uses a three step series to teach each fact (or 
major group of facts) in a fact system: 1) introduce the fact 
and set the context for a question, 2) ask a muliple choice 
question that requires the student to ponder the fact, 3) expand 
on the fact and its relationship to the overall fact system, if 
necessary. Figures 6 illustrates this as it is applied to 
teaching the attitude control subsystem of the NATO III 
satellite. 

t:liun ~ill!IIt:1H~1I .
I AA C S I 

i 

QUESTION .. , (Choose one of the hoxes helow) 

Ill,,,t two orient"tion functions does 

the AACS perforM? 

1chleve Geosynch Orbit, Control Ther •• 1 P.r •• eters I 
1chleve St.blll •• tlon, M.lnt.ln Orlent.tlon/5t.tlo~ 

~tt.ln Molny. Orbit, M.lnt.ln Orlent.tlon I 

Figure 6. A fact system lesson in progress. 
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The question step accomplishes several tasks at once: 

It provides an opportunity for the student to interact 
with the system on a frequent basis. 

It challenges the student to think about the fact being 
presented. 

It provides the student with non-examples (the incorrect 
answer choices) to help define the boundaries of the fact 
system. 

It is important that the question presented be difficult 
enough to challenge the student yet not so difficult as to 
frustrate him or her. One way to achieve this balance is to use 
the context step to lead the student toward a logical conclusion 
about the fact and its relationship to the fact system. Then, 
the question step requires the student to arrive at that 
conclusion through his own reasoning powers. 

The question template is multiple choice with tailored 
feedback for each answer choice. If the student is baffled by 
the question, he can at least arrive at the correct answer by 
process of elimination. In any case, the student is always 
required to select the correct answer before being allowed to go 
on. When the student answers correctly, the appropriate piece 
of the fact system diagram is added to the graphic area. Then 
the program goes to the expansion step for that fact. 

The expansion step continues where the feedback from the 
question step leaves off. It allows the author to provide 
additional information about the fact in any form and complexity 
desired. The expansion step may also serve as a transition to 
the context statement for the next fact. 

By repeating these three steps for each major section of the 
fact system, the courseware builds an explanation of the fact 
system step by step, showing how each fact fits into the 
"whole." At critical points in the construction of the 
explanation (the question steps), the student must demonstrate 
that he or she understands what the discussion is driving at. 
The result is a highly interactive lesson where the different 
capabilities of the computer system are used to greatest 
advantage. 

Note that we have used the phrase "major sections of the 
fact system" in describing how we put together the explanation. 
Many times, trying to apply the three-step series for each fact 
in the fact system causes the explanations and questions to be 
too simplistic. The author must analyze the fact system and 
arrive at an organization that thoroughly explains the facts and 
relationships without being too simplistic or too complex. More 
often than not, this involves dividing the fact system into 
several groups of facts -- each group to be addressed with its 
own context, question, and expansion. 
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For the most part, however, the author need only worry about 
the pieces of the fact system -- how to compose the context 
statements and questions, what sort of feedback to give, what 
graphics and video to use, etc. It is the FS Tool that pulls 
together all the pieces into an integrated presentation. 

At this point in time, the FS Tool is planned for use in 
many sections of the Program Common and NATO III courses at the 
TMF. It is also being used to build some recurring training for 
one of the Mission Control Complexes at CSOC. 

The Corrective Feedback Paradigm CCFP) Tool 

Like the FS Tool, the CFP Tool allows the author to provide 
the pieces of the presentation. Then it integrates those pieces 
into a well structured "whole." As with the other tools, this 
is done using several script files and a driver file. 

Unlike the questions in the FS Tool, the CFP Tool does not 
require the student to correctly answer each question before 
moving on to the next. Rather, the student is given feedback 
for his answer (right or wrong) and then allowed to move on. 
However, the questions the student answers incorrectly keep 
coming back. Their frequency of reappearance is determined by a 
review schedule. The tool also sets a "retirement criterion" 
for each question. The retirement criterion specifies how many 
times the student must answer the question before it is removed 
from the drill. 

The CFP Tool is being used to build Block 9 of the SOC 
Generic course. The drills will help teach the extensive lists 
of Computer Program configuration Item (CPCI) numbers and the 
associated computer programs used in DSM (Data Systems 
Modernization -- the new computer system used in satellite 
mission control centers). 

The Progress Test CPT) Tool 

The PT Tool allows the author to build tests to be given at 
the end of each block of instruction. The tool uses no tailored 
feedback or review schedule -- it is strictly a sequential 
test. It's unique feature, however, is its similarity to a 
paper test. 

with a test given on paper, no answers are judged until the 
student turns in his answer sheet. He may skip questions and 
come back to them later, or even change answers. The PT Tool 
provides both of these options to the student. This feature is 
advantageous over traditional on-system tests where the student 
must answer each question before going on to the next. 
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So far, the PT Tool has been successfully implemented for 
the entire introductory space operations course (SOC Generic), 
and is planned for use with the rest of the courses to be 
converted at the TMF. 

The Cognitive Routine (CR) Tool 

We have left the discussion of this tool until last for a 
very good reason -- it is the most difficult of the tools to 
build. This difficulty stems from the fact that, unlike fact 
systems, any two cognitive routines are likely to have 
fundamental differences in their structure. 

A cognitive routine, simply stated, is a procedure. In 
order to teach a procedure (using the Direct Instruction 
approach), we must: 

Identify the steps in the procedure 

Identify critical points in the procedure where the 
student must know all preceding steps before going on 
(i.e., divide the procedure into logical sets of steps). 

Teach each set of steps (teaching each step individually 
and then teaching the set as a series of steps). We 
drill the student on a set as needed before going on to 
the next set of steps. 

Drill the student on the whole procedure. 

The process itself is rather involved and is complicated by 
the fact that any two procedures may be fundamentally different. 

At the present time, we have not completed a Cognitive 
Routine Tool. However, research into the task continues. One 
hopeful candidate involves a paper tool that shows how to 
combine the FS and CFP tools in order to build cognitive routine 
courseware. However, at this point, we have not yet completed 
the final design for the CR Tool. 

Conclusion 

Our Courseware Designer's Toolkit addresses problems we have 
encountered in the large-scale CBT development environment we 
have at the Training Mission Control Facility in Colorado 
Springs. The tools it provides allow inexperienced personnel to 
become productive sooner, and to produce better courseware. By 
providing these tools, experienced personnel can positively 
affect the quality of a larger percentage of the final 
courseware than if they produced the courseware directly. The 
tools facilitate standardization of both the design and 
validation of courseware. 
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We incorporated Direct Instruction design strategies in our 
toolkit. Future research could explore the efficacy of other 
instructional paradigms and techniques. We anticipate refining, 
enhancing, and extending our toolkit significantly over the 
duration of this CBT contract. 

Our toolkit is a first attempt at providing courseware 
developers with an environment that enhances both their 
productivity and the quality of the finished product. Computers 
commonly provide such environments to engineers and graphic 
designers (i.e., engineering workstations, graphics 
workstations). We envision similar workstations for courseware 
developers. Such workstations would provide courseware 
developers with the instructional design, graphics, and 
programming tools they need to produce quality courseware. Our 
toolkit is only a beginning step toward that end. 

Notes 

The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this 
report are those of the authors and should not be construed as 
an official Department of the Air Force position, policy, or 
decision, unless so designated by other documentation. 
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Appendix A 

Fact System Tool 
script Templates 
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•• 

Aug 29 09:05 1988 script.ts Page 1 

•• FACT SYSTEM TOOL SCRIPTS 

•• $$ This is the part you need to fil\ in ... 


locdef efect =ntl 
• 
unit cscript: 1 (cfact) 
• 
select cfact 
• 
.*************** Context Statement ****0**** -***.*•••*-*--•••••••••••*••••__ 

• 
case 11 $$ Replace the 11 with the fact number 

wri te xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx $$ Do one context statement 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx $$ for each fact. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx $$ To do this, just make a copy of 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx $$ this section for each fact in the 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx $$ lesson. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx $$ Then fill in each context statement. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx $$ where the X'S ere. Context 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx U is limited to 9 lines, each ,. 

,. $$ 22 characters long. 

•••••••,..,.•••••••••,.••**,.,.,.•• end of context statements •••••••••••••*•••••• 

• 
endcase $$ Make sure these "endcase" and "Locpurge" corrrnands 
• $$ come at the end of the entire context section. 
locpurge $$ Ie: after ALL the context for ALL the facts. 
• 
••••••• * ••••••• end of unit ,. 
locdef sfact = ntl 
• 
unit sscript: 1 (sfaet) 
• 
select sfaet ,. 
•••••••,.•••••••• Question Stems ••••,.••••••••,..,..,.,.•••,.••,..,.••••••••• 
,. 
case 11 $$ Replace "??" at left with appropriate fact number. 

write xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ,. $$ Question stems are limited to 2 lines, each 

• $$ 47 characters tong. ,. $$ Make a copy of this section for each fact and 

* $$ fill in the x's with the appropriate question stem 
• $$ for each fact. 

***••••••*********** end of question stems *************************** 


• 
endcase $$ Make sure these "endcase" and lI!ocpurge" corrrnands ,. $$ come at the end of the entire question stem section. 

loepurge S$ Ie: after All the question stems for ALL the facts. 

• 
••••"',.,.••"'•• ,.,. end of unit "sscript" 

• 
locdef dfact = ntl 
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Aug 2909:05 1988 script.ts-Page 2 

* 
unit dscript: 1 (dfact) 

* 
select dfact 
* 
************************ Distractors ***********...*...............*......*.*.........* 
* 
case?? $$ Replace "??" at left with appropriate fact nt.m1ber. 

write xxxxxxxxxxxxxx distractor a xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx distractor b xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx distractor c xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx distractor d xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

* $$ Each distractor is limited to 1 line, 47 characters long. 
... $$ You are limited to four distractors per question. 
... $$ Make one copy of this section for each fact in the lesson . 
• * .................................... end of distractors .................................* •••• 
... 
• 
endcase $$ Make sure these "endcase" and "locpurge" coomands 
• $$ are located at the end of the entire distractors section. 
locpurge $$ ie: after All the distractors for All the facts. 
... 

end of unit "dscript" 

*._.**.**.*.***.* unit "fscript" 

locdef 	 flact = nt1 
answer =nt2 
verdict '= nt3 

unit 	 fscript:3(ffact,answer)
• 
select 	 ffact 
• 
............................. Feedback Section ........................................... 

... 

NOTES: 	 This is a very long section with nested "case" statements. 
You want to make sure that you have one whole feedback 
section for each fact and that each feedback section contains 
feedback for all 4 distractors. 

• $$ Total lines from here: 55 
... 
case 	 $$ Repl ace "n" at I eft wi th appropr i ate fact nt.m1ber. 

select IInswer 

************* Feedback for answer II 
case 1 
write xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx feedback a xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

'" 	 use only one of the following calc commands for feedback "a" 
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Aug 29 09:05 1988 script.ts Page 3 

• asterisK out the other. 
• 

calc verdict_true $$ Use If answer Is correct 
calc $$ Use If answer 's Incorrect 

• 
return verdict 

• 
********.****. FeedbacK for answer b 

case :2 $$ answer b 
write xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx feedbacK b xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

• use only one of the following calc COO'lllaoos for feedbacK lib" 
* asterisK out the other. 

calc verdict_true $$ Use If answer Is correct 
calc verdict_false $$ Use if answer is incorrect 

return verdict 

••••••••••••••• FeedbaCK for answer c 

case :3 

write xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx feedbacK C xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


use only one of the following calc cOO'Illaoos for feedbacK "c" 
asterisK the other out 

• 
calc verdict_true $$ Use If answer is correct 
calc verdict_false $$ Use If answer is incorrect 

• 
return verdi ct 

• 
ft**•••*.******* FeedbacK for answer d 


case 4 

write xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx feedbaCK d xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


• 

use only one of the following calc COO'lll800S • 

asterisK the other out 


calc verdict_true $$ Use if answer is correct 
calc verdict_false $$ Use if answer is incorrect 

• 
return verdict 

• 
eoocase 

• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• end of feedback section ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• 
• 
endcase $$ MaKe sure these "endcase" and "locpurge" cOO'Illands 
• $$ are positioned at the end of the entire feedbaCK section 
locpurge $$ Ie: after All the feedbacK for All the facts. 
•...."'...."'''''''''''''.'''.. end of unit "fscript" 

• unit "fsdraw" is in a separate fHe to allow use w/graphic editor 
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'" 
'" 
"'''''''*'''*''''''''''''''''''***** end fo fHe "script" 
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** FACT SYSTEM DIAGRAM TEMPLATE 

** 
locdef fsfact = ntl 
unit fsscript(fsfact) $$ build this unit using graphics editor 

$$ AFTER reading Instructions below.* 
color 7 
fill 0,186;635,188 
select fsfsct 

* 
case 	 $$ put a case statement before each major part 

* 	 $$ in the diagram (Ie: before each box and its 
$$ connecting line)* 

* 
*********************************************************************** 

$$* 
endcase 	 $$ Always make sure this section, containing the 

* 	 $$ locpurge and endcase statements, is at the 
Locpurge 	 $$ end of this vi file. After you do your graphics 

$$ you'll have to move this section to the end. * 

* 

.********.*****************************************.******************* 

* 
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* EXPAND TEMPLATE 

* 
* 
locdef ex fact =nt1 

* 
unit xscript(exfact) 

* 
select exfact 

* 
case yy $$ you will need as many case statements as you have facts 

* 
* 
endcase $$ make sure the endcase and locpurge commands are 

$$ at the end of the unit 
locpurge 
* 

* 
*••••****••*.** end of unit xscript 
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